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A Multicenter Pilot Study on the Clinical Utility of Computational Modeling for Flow-Diverter Treatment Planning


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Selection of the correct flow-diverter size is critical for cerebral aneurysm treatment success, but it remains challenging due to the interplay of device size, anatomy, and deployment. Current convention does not address these challenges well. The goals of this pilot study were to determine whether computational modeling improves flow-diverter sizing over current convention and to validate simulated deployments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Seven experienced neurosurgeons and interventional neuroradiologists used computational modeling to prospectively plan 19 clinical interventions. In each patient case, physicians simulated 2–4 flow-diverter sizes that were under consideration based on preprocedural imaging. In addition, physicians identified a preferred device size using the current convention. A questionnaire on the impact of computational modeling on the procedure was completed immediately after treatment. Rotational angiography image data were acquired after treatment and compared with flow-diverter simulations to validate the output of the software platform.

RESULTS: According to questionnaire responses, physicians found the simulations useful for treatment planning, and they increased their confidence in device selection in 94.7% of cases. After viewing the simulations results, physicians selected a device size that was different from the original conventionally planned device size in 63.2% of cases. The average absolute difference between clinical and simulated flow-diverter lengths was 2.1 mm. In 57% of cases, average simulated flow-diverter diameters were within the measurement uncertainty of clinical flow-diverter diameters.

CONCLUSIONS: Physicians found computational modeling to be an impactful and useful tool for flow-diverter treatment planning. Validation results showed good agreement between simulated and clinical flow-diverter diameters and lengths.

ABBREVIATION: FD = flow diverter

Flow diverters (FDs) are being used with increasing frequency for the treatment of cerebral aneurysms. The immediate goal of FD treatment is to promote hemodynamic stasis and thrombus formation within the aneurysmal sac via flow diversion. Several studies have shown impressively effective use of FD devices in treating small-to-large aneurysms.1–3 Recently, the FDA also approved the expanded indication for FD products for a much wider range of aneurysm sizes and locations, paving the way for additional FD entries into the market.4 Nevertheless, selection of the correct FD size remains challenging and is an important consideration in the context of treatment success. Oversizing FDs can lead to in-stent stenosis or poor device expansion,5,6 while undersizing can lead to device migration, prolapse into the aneurysm, and/or poor vessel coverage.7–9 Deploying FDs in highly curved vessels can also present a number of technical challenges.9

The conventional approach to sizing FDs begins with measuring vessel diameters in images at the desired proximal and distal landing points. Specifically, lines projected onto 2D images are used to quantify the diameters. Next, the vessel length between additional.
the 2 points is estimated. These collective measurements are used to select an FD size that will hopefully appose well to the vessel wall and cover the deployment region. However, this approach to sizing can be challenging because vessel diameters may vary considerably along the trajectory of a vessel. FDs can also elongate by >50% of the nominal length indicated by labeling. Furthermore, measurements of vessel size taken from angiographic image data can be operator-dependent and are prone to measurement error. A recent study on intra- and interobserver variability when measuring cerebral aneurysm size in CT and MR angiography images showed a standard difference range of 12%–18% in size measurements. A similar range in measurement variability during pretreatment planning can potentially lead to substantial FD undersizing or oversizing.

At present, there is no established method for predicting FD behavior in a patient’s anatomy. The physician’s experience plays a primary role in understanding the interplay between device size, anatomy, and deployment. Different techniques for repairing suboptimal deployments have also been reported in the literature, including the use of catheter maneuvers, balloons, and additional FDs. Needless to say, avoiding complications and suboptimal FD deployments through better planning and sizing is preferable to compensating for poor outcomes.

Computational modeling can help predict FD deployment behavior and thereby improve planning and selection of the optimal predicted FD size for a given patient. The use of computational modeling in clinical practice has grown widely during the past few years. Here we present a pilot study that investigates the use of a computational modeling platform for the planning of FD treatments. The goals of the study were to determine whether computational modeling improves the selection of FD sizes over current convention and to validate the simulated deployments. The study surveys 7 experienced neurosurgeons and neuroradiologists who used the proposed software platform to prospectively plan clinical interventions, and it validates the simulated deployments.

Table 1: Number of cases simulated and validated by physicians

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physician</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>No. of Cases Simulated/Validated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>7/6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>6/5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>1/0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>2/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The SurgicalPreview computational modeling software (Endovantage, Phoenix, Arizona) was used for FD planning. The software is cleared by the FDA for computational modeling of the placement and deployment of neurointerventional devices. Rotational angiography image data were acquired for each case before treatment and uploaded to the SurgicalPreview Web portal for vessel reconstruction and translation into a computational model. The reconstruction process was performed by trained Endovantage personnel using a thresholding-based, semiautomated image-segmentation technique. The 3D reconstructed models were uploaded back to the SurgicalPreview portal after reconstruction. The physician treating the case then indicated a distal landing point on the 3D vessel model in the portal for FD simulations and selected 2–4 Pipeline sizes for consideration from a list of all commercially available Pipeline sizes. Physicians used conventional vessel measurements on the patient’s image data to identify potential FD sizes. They were also required to identify a preferred device size before viewing the simulation results. Selecting a single device in this way aligns with the current convention and facilitates later evaluations of the impact of computational modeling on final device selection.

FD simulations were performed automatically in SurgicalPreview on a high-performance computing cluster. The simulations use the finite element method and clinical deployment strategy to simulate deployment. In summary, the software models a virtual catheter with the same diameter as the Pipeline delivery system and a linear-elastic material model to characterize the mechanical characteristics of the microcatheter. The geometry of all Pipeline FD sizes is modeled according to manufacturer’s...
specifications, and linear-elastic material models are used to characterize the material properties of the cobalt-chromium and platinum-tungsten alloy wires in the devices. Physical radial-compression mechanical tests were performed by Endovantage for each Pipeline FD size to calibrate the linear-elastic material models. The vessel model is assumed to be rigid, and the deployment procedure is assumed to be quasi-static. The software virtually deploys the FD into a vessel using an explicit finite element simulation. A feedback loop is used during the simulation to automatically adjust the deployment according to the vessel diameter and the diameter of the unsheathed region of the FD. This virtual feedback loop models the clinical deployment strategy of “painting the vessel wall” with the FD and promotes favorable apposition during deployment.

Results of simulating different FD sizes were then disseminated to each physician for feedback before treatment. The results included 3D models of the simulated FDs inside the pretreatment vessel, a deployment video showing unsheathing of the FD, and quantitative plots showing cross-sections of the vessel and FD at points that are uniformly spaced by 0.2 mm along the vessel centerline. A sample simulation result for 1 FD size is provided in Fig 1. An On-line Video of a simulated deployment showing unsheathing of the FD is also provided. Evaluations of the simulation results were performed by physicians at their offices, in their reading rooms, or before treatment in the operating room.

Each physician completed a questionnaire immediately after treatment that detailed procedural notes, devices used, and procedural time. The questionnaire also contained 5 questions on the impact of computational modeling on the procedure. Those questions are provided in Table 2. A clinical coordinator ensured that all fields were filled out.

FIG 1. Sample simulation result from the SurgicalPreview computational modeling software showing a 3D model of the FD inside a pretreatment vessel (A), a frame from a deployment video (B), and a cross-section of the FD (red) and vessel (blue) at a position along the vessel centerline (C).

Table 2: Survey questionnaire results on the impact of computational modeling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey Questions</th>
<th>Responses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Were the simulations useful for your planning?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the simulations give you greater confidence in your device selection?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the simulations change your device selection?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think the simulations reduced the number of devices that you used?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you think the simulations reduced your operative time?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Somewhat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Deployment Validations

To validate the simulation results, we acquired a rotational angiography scan after each procedure. In total, posttreatment data were acquired for 15 of the 19 cases that were prospectively planned. The image data were used to reconstruct the clinically deployed FD devices and compare them with simulated deployments. Mimics (Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) was used to perform the reconstruction. An additional FD simulation was performed in the pretreatment vessel using the device model of the actual FD size used in the procedure, deployed at the exact distal landing point observed in the posttreatment reconstructions. The additional simulations addressed cases in which the physician used feedback from the simulation results to select a different device size and/or cases characterized by large discrepancies between the physician’s desired and actual distal landing points.

A centerline that was discretized with 0.1-mm resolution was generated for each simulated and reconstructed FD using the Vascular Modeling Toolkit (VMTK, www.vmtk.org). At each point along the centerline, VMTK also computed the maximal inscribed sphere that could be fit at that location. FD length was calculated by measuring the total length of each simulated and clinical FD centerline. The average FD diameter was calculated by averaging the diameters of all maximal inscribed spheres along the length of each centerline.

The calculation of the average FD diameter was made using the outer surfaces of the reconstructed clinical and simulated FDs (ie, the inner lumen was ignored). In the reconstructed deployments, the outer FD surface is affected by the spatial image resolution and blooming artifact that is introduced by the actual FD in the posttreatment image data. The artifact expands device thickness beyond the actual thickness of the device and adds uncertainty to the measurement of FD diameter. To quantify that uncertainty, we made 15 measurements of FD wire thickness (inner lumen to outer surface) at random locations along the entire length of each clinical FD using a digital caliper in Geomagic Studio (3D Systems, Rock Hill, South Carolina). The 15 measurements were averaged in each deployment and used to define the uncertainty range in measuring the clinical FD diameter. The true clinical FD diameter was assumed to be near the center of that uncertainty range.
After the calculation of clinical and simulated FD lengths and diameters, a statistical analysis was performed to evaluate the differences between the deployments. Specifically, the mean, SD, and 95% confidence interval of the average difference and average absolute difference between deployments were calculated.

RESULTS

Patient Demographics

Of the 19 cases that were simulated in the study, 4 had presented with a different cerebral aneurysm previously. Nine patients were current or previous smokers. Most aneurysms were located on the internal carotid artery, and only 2 of the 19 aneurysms were fusiform, while the remaining were saccular. Regarding the sizes of the 17 saccular aneurysms, 6 were <7 mm, 9 were 7–10 mm, and 2 were >10 mm, while the measurement in millimeters refers to the largest dimension of the aneurysm. The average saccular aneurysm size was 8.4 ± 4.0 mm. The largest dimensions of the 2 fusiform aneurysms were 8.3 and 7.0 mm.

Physician Responses

Table 2 presents the results of the surgical-planning questionnaire. Physicians found the simulations useful for treatment planning in 94.7% of cases (ie, 18/19). Their comments on simulation utility in the questionnaire said that the simulations were specifically useful for the following: 1) rehearsing the deployment strategy and positioning of the device, 2) predicting how the device would behave around curved regions in the vessel, and 3) narrowing the list of device sizes being considered. Responses also indicated that the simulations increased perceived confidence in device selection in 94.7% of cases (ie, 18/19). Some physicians commented that they became more confident that the selected device size would span the desired proximal and distal landing points after viewing the simulation results.

After viewing the simulation results, physicians selected a device size that was different from the originally planned device size in 63.2% of cases (ie, 12/19). In most of those cases (9/12), physicians selected a device diameter or length that was 1 size smaller or larger than the originally planned device size. Furthermore, a different device diameter was selected in half of the cases (6/12), while only a different device length was selected in the remaining half. According to some questionnaire comments, physicians chose a different device length after viewing the simulated proximal landing point or chose a different device diameter on the basis of the simulated FD coverage of the vessel wall.

Physicians perceived that the simulations reduced the number of devices used and operative time in 10.5% (ie, 2/19) and 21.1% of cases (ie, 4/18), respectively. Seventeen of the 19 cases were treated with a single Pipeline device, while only 2 cases were treated with 2 Pipeline devices (ie, telescoping configuration). Balloon angioplasty was used in 2 cases, once to expand the proximal end of the FD after it did not fully open and once to expand the device to achieve better wall apposition. Procedural complications occurred in 2 cases. In 1 case, complete occlusion of the internal carotid artery with recanalization was observed, and in the second case, cerebral vasospasm was encountered. Regarding the procedural times of the 19 cases (quantified at the time from puncture until complete deployment), 6 cases were <30 minutes, 9 cases were 30–60 minutes, and 4 cases were >60 minutes. The average procedural time was 41.5 ± 19.4 minutes.

Deployment Validations

Fifteen of the 19 cases had posttreatment image data that could be used for validation analysis. However, 1 case was excluded because balloon angioplasty was used to expand the FD to achieve better wall apposition. Accordingly, 14 cases were considered in the validation analysis. Figure 2 shows 6 pairs of clinical and simulated deployments and presents them in ascending order according to their difference in device length. The figure shows similarity between predicted and actual FD deployments based on device length and diameter.

Figure 3 presents Bland-Altman plots that compare FD lengths and diameters between clinical and simulated deployments, and Table 3 presents the statistical analysis of the difference between deployments. On average, the simulations were 1.1 mm longer and 0.1 mm larger in diameter than clinical deployments. A 95% confidence interval indicated that the true average absolute difference in FD length was between 1.3 and 2.9 mm. The 95% confidence interval for the true average absolute difference in FD diameter was between 0.18 and 0.37 mm, which is close to the range of image spatial resolutions for rotational angiography data11 and the range of the measured uncertainty in FD diameter measurements (0.13–0.39 mm). Figure 4 shows that in 57% of cases, the simulations had an average diameter that was within the uncertainty of the clinical FD diameter measurement. Note that wire thickness was used to quantify the uncertainty in clinical FD diameter measurements due to blooming artifacts and the spatial resolution of the posttreatment image data.

Additional detail on patient demographics, physician responses, and deployment validation are provided in the On-line Tables 1–4.

DISCUSSION

Technical complications such as malapposition, prolapse, migration, and incomplete expansion are common during FD deployment. Reports of such complications have increased recently due to the frequent use of FDs and improvement to the imaging technology used to visualize the devices after deployment.20,21 To date, the rate of technical complications has ranged from 12% to 18%.13,20,21 The recommended strategy for avoiding these complications is to select a FD size that will appose well to the vessel wall and cover at least 2–3 mm of the parent vessel beyond the aneurysm region.22 Good wall apposition is also crucial for vessel remodeling and aneurysmal occlusion and may be a key factor for achieving complete occlusion as well as avoiding thrombosis of perforator branches.23,24 Accordingly, proper FD sizing is critical for interventional success.

This study found computational modeling to be clinically useful for FD sizing and procedural planning. The participating physicians were able to experiment with different device sizes before interventions and select the predicted best option for a given patient’s anatomy. According to questionnaire responses, physicians not only thought that modeling was useful for sizing but also found that it improved their confidence in device
placement. This effect was observed for both small (<7 mm) and large (>7 mm) aneurysms. Deployment videos of FD simulations helped some physicians to mentally rehearse the procedure and visualize the behavior of FDs around tortuous vessels. After viewing simulation results, the participating physicians changed their device size selections in 63.2% of the cases. This result highlights the impact of computational modeling on treatment planning.

Physician responses indicated that the effects of computational modeling on the number of devices used and on procedural time were limited to a small percentage of cases. However, such effects may be difficult to observe on the basis of a questionnaire, given a small sample size. A planned future study will use a larger patient population and a control group to better elucidate the influence of computational modeling on the number of devices used and procedural time.

Validation analysis showed good agreement between simulated and actual clinical FD diameters and lengths. Most of the simulations had average FD diameters that were within the uncertainty of the clinical FD diameter measurements, and in some cases, dissimilarity between the deployment technique of the software and the physician’s technique led to FD length differences of >3 mm. Nevertheless, an average absolute difference of only 2.1 mm in FD length was observed over all cases examined.

Table 3: Statistical analysis of the difference between clinical and simulated FD lengths and diameters for the 14 validated cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Difference</th>
<th>Absolute Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean (mm)</td>
<td>SD (mm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD length</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD diameter</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIG 2. Examples of posttreatment clinical reconstructions (red/left) and pretreatment simulation results (black/right) for the same FD sizes. The deployment pairs are sorted in ascending order according to the difference between actual and simulated device lengths, which ranged from 1.58 to 4.06 mm.

FIG 3. Bland-Altman plots showing dots that represent differences between the actual clinical and simulated deployments in FD length (A) and FD diameter (B). The plots show the means for the deployment pairs on the x-axis and the differences between pairs on the y-axis.
Many studies have been reported in the literature on the application of computational device modeling to treatment planning. Previous retrospective studies that evaluated the application of computational modeling to FD sizing have demonstrated the potential benefits of the technology for improving FD size selection. To date, few, if any, studies have exclusively focused on both the utility and predictive fidelity of computational device modeling in a prospective case series. Yet, evaluations under typical clinical workflows are essential for understanding the contribution of the technology to clinical practice and its potential for adoption. This study presents an early evaluation of the impact of the technology on FD treatment planning.

Several limitations of this pilot study are noteworthy. First, the study included a small sample of patient cases and a small number of physicians. The small sample size was a reflection of the fact that several cases were referred from outside hospitals and these patients already had a recent CTA or catheter angiograms of their aneurysms. We did not think that it was justified to repeat the imaging and thereby expose the patients to additional unnecessary radiation. Therefore, these patients were excluded from enrollment. Furthermore, the primary goal of the study was to gauge the impact of computational modeling on clinical workflows, and a sample size of 19 was deemed appropriate for this purpose. Future work will include evaluating the impact of computational modeling on a larger patient population with a control group. Second, the distribution of cases among physicians was skewed, and most cases (73.6%) were performed by the physicians operating at one of three sites (all part of the same healthcare organization). This distribution is proportional to the size of the site and the volume of Pipeline cases that the site receives. Therefore most cases were performed by the physicians from the largest and highest volume site. Third, the study did not evaluate short- and long-term patient outcomes such as aneurysmal occlusion, which is another goal of future work. Fourth, the study used a self-assessment questionnaire to evaluate the perceived usefulness of the technology. Self-assessment alone may not be an accurate measure of the usefulness or the improvement of the technology over convention and should be supported by performance metrics from a larger study with a control group.

CONCLUSIONS

Computational modeling of FDs was found to be an impactful clinical tool for interventional planning. Experienced interventional neuroradiologists and neurosurgeons at 3 centers found the modeling to be useful for FD sizing, FD placement, and case rehearsal. Use of the modeling platform led to device selection changes in 63.2% of cases. Validation analysis showed good agreement between simulated and actual clinical FD diameters and lengths. The proposed computational modeling approach has the potential to reduce technical complications during FD treatment and improve patient outcomes. To our knowledge, this is the first study that evaluates the utility of computational device modeling in a prospective case series.

FIG 4. Average FD diameters for the actual clinical and simulated deployments. Error bars in the clinical FD diameter measurements were calculated by averaging 15 random measurements of FD thickness along the length of each reconstructed FD model.
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